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BIOCOMSC is the Research Group
on Computational Biology and
Complex Systems of the Physics
Department. Its research encompasses transmission of infectious
diseases (tuberculosis, COVID19),
with recent focus on epidemiological vigilance and virus that
affect pediatric ages, cardiac
arrhythmias and physiology, cell
motility, engineering of microbial
systems, membrane channels,
global south diseases like malaria or Chagas, brain signals,
low-gravity experiments, and
complex fluids. The infectious
disease team recently received
the Premi Ciutat de Barcelona and
has been recently awarded with
La Marató de TV3 and Fundación
BBVA projects.
>
Attendees photo in the
BIOCOM-SC research
day, including invited
speakers.

> The implementation of a highly successful vaccination campaign with very high
levels of penetration and delivery, together with the introduction a highly transmissible but less sever variant, like Omicron, has changed dramatically the general framework of the COVID-19 pandemic. Non-pharmacological interventions
have dropped across Europe together with the level of ICU admissions due to
COVID-19. We have recovered pre-pandemic level of interactions and mobility.
This has produced a very large increase in cases and transmission in April-June
after the large wave last winter, but this increase in transmission has not produced an increase in ICU admissions, at least not yet. It has, however, kept hospital
with a significant level of daily COVID-19 admissions. It has also lead to excess
mortality. 10 people died daily in Catalonia during May with a positive COVID
test. While it is true that the number of people that die due mainly to COVID-19
is lower that this figure, COVID-19 can be one among different factors that can
contribute. It is important to stress that fatalities were all above 50 years old and
were concentrated, almost all of them, among people older than 70 or with serious
previous co-morbidities.
The question in everybody’s mind is, now what? Is this a new normal: High
transmission, very low ICU admission, and low (compared with other waves) but
high (compared with other infectious diseases) number of deaths in vulnerable
populations? One year ago, one-month predictions were highly likely to be wrong,
since the role of general social behavior was a key ingredient of the evolution.

>
Recollida del premi
Ciutat de Barcelona:
Martí Català, Daniel
Lopez-Codina, Enric
Alvarez, Sergio Alonso i
Clara Prats.

The appearance of different Omicron subvariants, like BA.2, BA.4,
and BA.5, that have a transmission advantage, in a relatively
short period of time, indicates
that reinfection of previous populations is relatively usual.
Tracking the possible appearance
of new variants that might produce more severe outcomes is the
key, right now, to epidemiological
vigilance.
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Long-term prediction was futile. Now, scenarios are more clearly delimited. The
future is fixed mainly by the evolution of the susceptibility level in the population,
this is, how many people are susceptible to get and transmit the disease, and less
by changes in behavioral patterns once strong non-pharmacological interventions
are not present. On its turn, the evolution of the level susceptible population is
affected by the evolution of vaccine efficiency, the changes in natural immunity
and the presence of new variants that may turn non-susceptible populations into
relatively susceptible.
The appearance of different Omicron subvariants, like BA.2, BA.4, and BA.5,
that have a transmission advantage, in a relatively short period of time, indicates
that reinfection of previous populations is relatively usual. In this sense, protection
against developing symptoms and the prevention of the disease seems relatively
short-lived. While reinfection with the same variant is difficult before six months,
the appearance of a new variant can make reinfection before six months possible.
In this framework, the appearance of different waves of high transmission along
the year is perfectly possible. Just like it is possible to end up with a high level of
rather permanent transmission that will take some time to reduce.
The scenario of relatively large average transmission during the year is a distinct possibility that does not preclude a possible large peak in late autumn/early
winter if a new variant appears at the same time large indoor activity are carried
out. With this in mind, the focus of research and health care measures should be
on whether vaccines continue to give protection to the general population against
severe disease. In this case, tracking the ratios of hospitalizations and detecting
any possible increase in this ratio is important. In other words, tracking the possible appearance of new variants that might produce more severe outcomes is the
key, right now, to epidemiological vigilance.
And still, we cannot forget, that older populations, while having reduced strongly the ratios requiring hospital assistance, still remain high compared with other
diseases. Similarly, immuno-compromised populations do not benefit as much
from vaccines. The development of new drugs to reduce the severity in these patients, together with new vaccines that boost longer the immune system will be
needed. Hopefully, eventually, the disease will be treatable even in patients with
important co-morbidities.
Finally, it is important to remember that COVID-19 has produced important
backlogs in the health care system and hospital admission are still slowly rising.
It is a good moment, as always, not only to remember all health professional but
request the budget and resources they need. We all know that life and economy go
hand in hand. Health care is one of the best investments a country can make. ☐

Exploration
of synthetic
routes to
achieve stable
clusters as
cocatalysts
Enhanced
photoproduction
of hydrogen on Pd/
TiO 2 prepared by
mechanochemistry
Yufen Chen, Lluís Soler,
Marina ArmengolProfitos, Chenyang Xie,
Daniel Crespo, Jordi
Llorca; Applied Catalysis
B: Environmental 309
(2022) 121275.
https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.
apcatb.2022.121275

> A collaboration between the groups of Daniel
Crespo from the Department of Physics and Jordi
Llorca and Lluís Soler from the Department of
Chemical Engineering has studied new routes to
obtain catalysts from dispersed Pd clusters onto
TiO2. Supported metal clusters are considered
as promising cocatalysts in heterogeneous
photocatalysis due to their singular geometric
structures and unique reactivity. Nevertheless,
to explore efficient synthetic routes that result in
stable supported clusters with tailored active sites
is an urgent yet challenging task. A photocatalyst
with highly dispersed Pd clusters onto TiO2 was
synthesized through only one-step and low-energy
ball milling procedure from TiO2 particles and
palladium acetate salt, without employing any
organic ligand to stabilize the active sites.
The researchers investigated the relevant
synthesis parameters and characterized the
produced photocatalysts by several microscopic and

spectroscopic techniques, including synchrotron
measurements, in order to unravel the origin
of this enhanced photoactivity and to properly
correlate the surface properties of palladium
clusters/nanoparticles on TiO2 with photocatalytic
activity, which is at the forefront of photocatalysis
studies today. They have demonstrated, for the first
time, that the particular ultrasmall architecture
accomplished by the mechanochemical method
results in an efficient charge separation, low charge
transfer resistance and high photocurrent response.
This represents an attractive approach to design
highly active metal-semiconductor photocatalysts,
which can be further explored for a myriad of
photocatalytic applications.
A special interaction effect was created between
Pd clusters and titania support in Pd/TiO2-BM
photocatalysts during the photocatalytic process
under UV illumination. Importantly, this particular
metal-oxide interface played a crucial role in Pd
stabilization for the further photocatalytic reaction,
resulting in an outstanding activity over longer
testing times.
The mechanochemical strategy may open up new
perspectives for manufacturing stable metal clusters
supported over oxides as enhanced catalysts without
employing any organic ligand to stabilize the active
sites. Therefore, mechanochemical methods appear
as feasible candidates to substitute conventional
synthesis procedures that involve the usage of
chemical stabilizers in the synthesis of catalytic
supported clusters. ☐

> A research team led by the Friedrich-AlexanderUniversität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) and of which
Glòria Sala, a researcher at the UPC Astronomy
and Astrophysics Group and the Institute for Space
Studies of Catalonia (IEEC), is a member, has been
able to observe, for the first time, an explosion of
X-ray light. The study is featured on the cover of the
journal Nature.
Novae are unpredictable stellar explosions that
apparently appear as a “new” star in the sky. The
origin of this phenomenon lies in the accumulation

of material from a star similar in size to the Sun
(such as hydrogen from the outer layers) on a
companion white dwarf star, a type of highly
compact star, which has a mass similar to that of the
Sun but concentrated in a celestial body with a radius
equivalent to that of the Earth.
The study of these explosions allows us to put
together some of the pieces of the chemical evolution
of the Galaxy and how the variety and distribution
of chemical elements present in the Solar System
have come to be, after the Big Bang, starting an
initial universe. with a much simpler composition.
Observation from large ground-based telescopes,
together with the study of X-ray and gamma-ray
emissions from satellites and theoretical modeling
through numerical models, allow us to reconstruct
the detailed processes that occur in these explosive
phenomena and their contribution to the evolution
of the Galaxy.
For this reason, the detection of the initial
‘fireball’ predicted by the models is a key piece to
check and adjust the theories of stellar explosions
again. ☐

>
The mechanochemical
method provides a
novel and simple route
to prepare metal-TiO2
-based photocatalysts
with enhanced
photocatalytic properties.

The e-ROSITA
X-ray
observatory
detects for
the first time
the ‘fireball’
of a stellar
explosion
König, O., Wilms, J.,
Arcodia, R. et al. X-ray
detection of a nova
in the fireball phase .
Nature 605, 248–250
(2022).
https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41586-022-04635-y
>
Artistic recreation of the
'ball of fire' around the
white dwarf. Image from:
Annika Kreikenbohm,
Friedrich-AlexanderUniversität ErlangenNürnberg (FAU).
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Improving
performance
of racetrack
microtrons
Maxim Borisov, Andrey
Ermakov, Vadim
Khankin, Yuri Kubyshin
and Vasiliy Shvedunov,
Racetrack MicrotronPushing the Limits.
Symmetry 2021, 13,
2244.

> Yuri Kubyshin from NEMEN research group
along with physicists from the Skobeltsyn Institute
of Nuclear Physics of the Moscow State University have analyzed the beam dynamics in electron
accelerators of the racetrack microtron (RTM)
type searching for improvements of their characteristics.

The article includes a comparison of RTMs
with circular microtrons and multi-section
linear accelerators, the small- and medium-size
machines that are widely used for industrial
and medical applications, as well as for cargo
inspection and isotope production. It is argued
that RTMs can be a preferable choice for medium
energies (up to 100 MeV) and that the range
of their potential applications can be widened,
provided the beam current losses are significantly
reduced. In the article, two possible solutions
of improvement of the RTM performance are
discussed in detail. One of them consists in
using the accelerating electromagnetic wave with
two harmonics instead of just one fundamental
harmonic, which is the case in standard designs.
The other is focused on the improvement of
matching of the longitudinal emittance of the
beam at the injection with the acceptance of the
accelerator. ☐

> A theoretical prediction of existence of a novel
type of a quantum ultradilute liquid has been
published in Physical Review Letters journal
(Ultradilute Quantum Liquid of Dipolar Atoms
in a Bilayer). Grecia Guijarro,under supervision
of Jordi Boronat and Grigory Astrakharchik,
found that dipolar interactions on their own are

sufficient for creating an ultradilute quantum
liquid in a bilayer geometry.
So far, two types of ultradilute quantum
liquids have been experimentally created: in
dipolar systems and in two component BoseBose mixtures. In both cases, distinct kinds of
interaction potentials were needed. Authors show
that ultradilute quantum liquids can be formed
with ultracold bosonic dipolar atoms in a bilayer
geometry using the same kind of interaction
potential. Contrary to previous realizations of
ultradilute liquids, there is no need for stabilizing
the system with an additional repulsive shortrange potential. The advantage of the proposed
system is that dipolar interactions on their own are
sufficient for creation of a self-bound state and no
additional short-range potential is needed for the
stabilization. These results offer a new example of
a two-dimensional interacting dipolar liquid in a
clean and highly controllable setup. ☐

> Professor Alberto Rebassa of the Department of
Physics at the UPC leads, together with Dr. Odette
Toloza of the Universidad Técnica Federico Santa
María, Chile, a team of 30 researchers from 18
institutions around the world to obtain and analyze
the spectra of 77,000 stars in a telescope of the
southern European observatory located in Chile.
The 4MOST (4-meter multi object spectroscopy
telescope) consortium of the Southern European
Observatory plans to observe more than 20 million
celestial objects in the southern hemisphere with
the motivation of analyzing a wide variety of
scientific problems open to astronomy. modern.
4MOST, located in Cerro Paranal, Chile, will begin
operations in early 2024 and the project is expected

to last at least 5 years. A total of 10 large-scale
projects called Consortium Surveys account for
70% of the time of future 4MOST observations. The
remaining 30% of time will be spent observing a
dozen carefully selected projects called Participant
Surveys. Among them, this prohect to observe
77,000 binary stars. See more details here (https://
fisica.upc.edu/en/news/researchers-of-thedepartment-of-physics-will-observe-77000-starsfrom-the-4most-telescope-in-chile). ☐

https://doi.org/10.3390/
sym13122244
>
Increase of the
longitudinal acceptance
of an RTM with the
accelerating field with
two harmonics and
its comparison to the
standard case with one
harmonic field.

Researchers
of the
department
publish
theoretical
prediction of
a new type of
quantum liquid
G. Guijarro, G. E.
Astrakharchik, and J.
Boronat. Ultradilute
Quantum Liquid of
Dipolar Atoms in a
Bilayer. Phys. Rev. Lett.
128, 063401.
https://doi.org/10.1103/
PhysRevLett.128.063401

Researchers
of the
Department
will observe
77,000
stars from
the 4MOST
Telescope in
Chile
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Thesis 1
Roger Ayats
defends his
thesis on
coherent
structures in
the transition
to turbulence

> Roger Ayats defended his thesis co-directed by
Alvaro Meseguer and Fernando Mellibovsky on April
22nd at Campus Nord. The thesis is entitled “Exact
coherent structures in the transitional regime of
shear and centrifugal flows”. It studies the transition
mechanisms to turbulence in shear and centrifugal
flows by computing and analysing the role of exact
coherent structures. Turbulence is one of the major
concerns for most technological problems involving
fluid motion, specially in aeronautics where a turbulent boundary layer results in structural stresses,
vibrations and higher aircraft drag, leading to a
significant increase in fuel consumption.

Transition to turbulence of an homogeneous flow
is frequently mediated by transient visits to highly
nonlinear laminar coherent structures that usually
are at the threshold between laminarity and turbulence. From a dynamical systems point of view, these
structures are invariant sets in the infinite- dimensional Navier-Stokes phase space that here we aim to
identify in different canonical flows. With the use of
direct numerical simulations together with Newton-Krylov solvers and Arnoldi iteration method
for the linear stability analysis, invariant sets such as
equilibria, relative equilibria or periodic orbits are
accurately computed and tracked along the parameter space to understand the transition mechanisms.
From a mathematical perspective, dynamical systems
and bifurcation theory provide the suitable framework to understand the hydrodynamic instabilities
and transition to turbulence from a deterministic point of view. In addition, the use of spectral
methods for the spatial discretisation is particularly
convenient due to the exponential convergence of the
numerical solutions.. ☐

> Xavier Navarro Bosque defended his thesis co-directed by Raül Rodríguez Solà and M. Carmen
Casas Castillo on March 17th at the Vilanova i la
Geltrú Campus. Titled “Spatial and temporal organization of rain in the metropolitan area of Barcelona”, the thesis presents a complete study on rain
in the city of Barcelona. The spatial and temporal
organization of the intensity of rainfall in Catalonia

is very complex, even on a small scale such as in
the metropolitan area of Barcelona, especially in
episodes of heavy rain. Knowledge of its main features is of great importance in many applications,
such as the issue of urban drainage. Currently, the
most accurate and reliable way to obtain this information is from data provided by dense networks
of intensity rain gauges. The metropolitan area of

>
Different exact coherent
structures and spiral
turbulence in TaylorCouette flow.

Thesis 2
Xavier Navarro
Bosque
defends his
thesis on the
spatial and
temporal
organization
of rain in the
metropolitan
area of
Barcelona

>
Various aspects of studies
on the temporal and
spatial organization of
rain in Barcelona.
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Thesis 3
Judith Medina
Pardell
defends her
thesis on light
control in EEL
lasers

>
Diagram of a laser bar
coupled to a fiber optic.
Spatial distribution of
the intensity of a bar of 7
lasers with non-Hermitic
coupling.
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Barcelona, covering an area of approximately 100
km2, has a network of around twenty high-resolution tipping bucket rain gauges that has been
operational since 1994, managed until 2013 by the
company Clavegueram of Barcelona SA (CLABSA),
and currently for Barcelona Cicle de l’Aigua S.A.
(BCASA).
The effects of climate change on hydrology due to
a possible future intensification of the hydrological
cycle is considered. Simulations for the 21st century
using climate models predict significant declines in
total precipitation in the Mediterranean area, while

some projections of regional models show a possible
increase in torrential rainfall. These results indicate
a change in the future climate, with a substantial
reduction in episodes of light or moderate rainfall
and, in turn, an increase in episodes of heavy rainfall.
In the thesis, future series of daily precipitation in the
metropolitan area of Barcelona have been projected
and analysed under four scenarios of climate change,
until the end of the XXI century, and the changes
to be expected in the future of the current curves of
intensity-duration-frequency of the city have been
estimated. ☐

> Judith Medina defended her thesis co-directed
by Muriel Botey and Ramon Herrero the 30th of
November 2021 at the Terrassa Campus. Titled
"Smart control of light in EEL lasers", the thesis
presents different proposals to achieve a stable and
focused emission of semiconductor lasers. The
invention of the laser triggered the study of lightmatter interactions. In turn, the advent of artificial
structured materials on micro- and nanometer
scales has become a fruitful playground to tailor the
propagation and generation of light, even in exotic
or counterintuitive ways, uncovering novel physical
phenomena.In this thesis, recently discovered
properties of artificial photonic materials, and new
schemes, are used to control the spatiotemporal
dynamics of broad area semiconductor lasers and
improve their performance.
Semiconductor lasers are replacing other
laser sources due to their efficiency, compactness
and affordable prices, however suffering from a
major drawback. The quality of the emitted beam
intrinsically deteriorates when power increases, if

the aperture of the laser is very broad as compared
to wavelength. The highly multimode and unstable
emission limits possible applications of these lasers.
Although different mechanisms have been proposed
to save this obstacle, obtaining a stable and bright
emission remains a longstanding open question.
This thesis aims at contributing to this goal without
compromising their compact design, and to the
new field of non-Hermitian Photonics providing
new insights into the control of wave dynamics in
artificial complex media. Indeed, the physics of
open-dissipative, non-Hermitian systems offers new
possibilities to utilize the gain and loss for steering
optical processes, and is beyond the recent focus on
non-Hermitian Photonics. As initially demonstrated
in the frame of Quantum Mechanics, systems with
gain and losses may still present real eigenvalues of
the Hamiltonian (energy) as the purely conservative
ones, yet holding other unexpected physical
behaviors, derived from an asymmetric coupling
between modes. In particular, this was first observed
in systems invariant under parity (P-) and time (T-)
symmetry –referred as PT-symmetric–. Optical
systems with complex permittivity are flexible and
achievable classical analogs of such quantum systems
to realize and explore these effects.
Researches use chirped modulation of the
refractive index (chirped photonic crystal) for
intracavity filtering the multimode emission of EELs.
To numerically assess the filtering performance,
the thesis develops a full (2+1)-dimensional spatiotemporal model, including both transverse and
longitudinal dimensions plus time. The effect of
intrinsically imposing in phase refractive index
and gain modulations within the semiconductor
laser is also studied. Taking one step further, the
EEL cavity is divided into two mirror-symmetric
half-spaces, both holding PT-symmetry but with
opposite mode coupling. The thesis numerically
demonstrates regimes of simultaneous localization
and stabilization leading to an enhanced output and
improved beam quality. ☐

Thesis 4
Yago Herrera
defends his
thesis about
stellar winds
from X-ray
bursts

> Yago Herrera defended his thesis co-directed
by Glòria Sala and Jordi José on the 15th of December 2021. Titled “Models of stellar winds from
X-ray bursts”, the thesis presents a study on the
possible ejection of mass through a stellar wind
during X-ray bursts, quantifying its composition
and possible contribution to galactic abundances,
and characterizing observables magnitudes that
can lead to better measuring techniques of neutron
stars properties. A non-relativistic wind model
was successfully implemented and first applied to a
generic NS scenario, as a way to test its implemen-

tation, characterize possible solutions and explore
the parameter space. Some photospheric magnitudes showed a high correlation, independently of
the NS radii at which the wind base condition was
imposed.
A study in a more realistic XRB scenario was also
performed, by linking the wind model to a series of
XRB hydrodynamic models. For this, the thesis developed a technique that successfully matched different wind profiles to the conditions given during
the evolution of each burst, with a quasi-stationary
approach. This allows to construct a time evolution
of wind profiles and to quantify the mass-loss of
each isotope synthesized in the XRB. The ejected
material contained a small fraction of our light
p-nuclei of interest. However, an estimation of their
significance regarding Galactic abundances showed
that an unreasonable number of XRB sources like
the one analyzed (corresponding to a typical XRB
episode) was required to account for the expected
abundances. Therefore, the thesis concluded that
XRB sources are unlikely to constitute the sole
explanation of their origin. ☐

> Qi Liu defended his thesis supervised by Professor Manuel Hernández-Pajares on April 14th, 2022,
entitled “GNSS-based Global Ionospheric Maps:
real-time combination, time resolution and applications on space weather monitoring”. The thesis is
focused on the Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs)
based on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
including the combination from different centers in
real-time, its evaluation in real-time GIMs, and the
investigation of the impact of temporal resolution
on them.
The variation of ionospheric Total Electron
Content TEC is irregular due to the occurrence of
space weather events. One and a half solar cycle
of the IGS GIM with higher time resolution and
accuracy (the UPC-IonSAT Quarter-of-an-hour
time resolution Rapid GIM, UQRG) has been taken
as a baseline to downsample them to all possible

sub-daily temporal resolutions. The performance of
the resulting GIMs has been evaluated taking into
account the geographical position, solar and geomagnetic activity by Jason-altimeter Vertical Total
Electron Content (VTEC) assessment and GNSS
differences of Slant Total Electron Content (dSTEC)
assessment.
Finally, the thesis proposes a new way of estimating the spatial and temporal components of the
VTEC gradient. The determination of ionospheric
perturbation degrees can be helpful for guaranteeing the safety level of Satellite-Based Augmentation
System (SBAS) and Ground-Based Augmentation
System (GBAS) services. In order to estimate the
spatial and temporal components of the VTEC gradient on a global scale, the accurate UQRG is selected. From this, the thesis defines a new ionospheric
storm scale useful for analysis. These storms are
ionospheric responses to high geomagnetic activity
that can enlarge GNSS positioning errors by the
increase of ionospheric electron density and disable
high-frequency communications by the decrease of
ionospheric electron density. ☐

>
Mass ejected by stellar
wind for each isotope,
from an X-ray burst
hydrodynamic model.

Thesis 5
Qi Liu defends
his thesis
on GNSSbased Global
Ionospheric
Maps: real-time
combination,
time resolution
and applications
on space
weather
monitoring

>
Layout of the generation
of the International
GNSS Service (IGS)
combined real-time
Global Ionospheric Maps
(GIMs).
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Fluctuating Devices in the Cell

LAUREANO RAMIREZ DE LA
PISCINA has a degree in
Physics for the Universitat
de Barcelona (UB) where
earned his Ph.D. in
1990 doing research on
stochastic dynamics. He
carried out a postdoctoral
stay in Université Paris
7 on instabilities in
solidification (1992-1993).
Currently he performs
his research and teaching
in the department where
he has been PI of several
research projects in
Nonequilibrium Statistical
Mechanics and Nonlinear
Physics. His research
covers Biophysics,
Fluctuations, Complex
Fluids, Pattern Formation,
and Microgravity. He is
presently head of the
department section in the
faculty of Architecture
Building EPSEB and earned
a full professorship on
February 2021.

>
Potassium channel. An
K+ ion can be seen in the
middle pore.

> Many processes in Nature are noisy and dominated by fluctuations. The work by Einstein on Brownian
motion connected the mathematics of stochastic processes with physics. He established a relationship
between the fluctuations of Brownian particles and the viscosity of the fluid. This is a particular case of
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The physical idea is revealing: the origin of the viscosity lies on the
collisions with the fluid particles, which are also responsible of the fluctuations. Both are balanced to
preserve thermal equilibrium, which depends only on temperature. These ideas can be generalized to
more general systems. One can study the dynamics of a system by tracking the evolution of some (slow)
relevant degrees of freedom, and forgetting all the (rapid) uninteresting ones. As it was shown by Zwanzig
in 1961, the projection of the fast variables on the dynamics of the slow ones appear as fluctuating terms
(noise) and damping terms.
These results are very useful for understanding the working of machinery in the world of the
very small, dominated by noise. In living beings, molecular motors consist of interacting molecules
undergoing strong fluctuations. At this level, devices are basically rectifiers of fluctuations. A good image
is provided by models of Brownian motors. They are variants of the fluctuating ratchet. In equilibrium
a ratchet cannot sustain work production from thermal noise only. But the cell provides energy as ATP,
maintaining the device out of equilibrium. Kinesins and myosins for instance perform transport functions
or generate forces. Another example is ion pumps, a class of ion channels that generate disequilibrium in
ion concentration on both sides of membranes. This is chemical energy that can be used by other devices,
such as gated ion channels, to perform many physiological processes. Ion channels are protein structures,
placed on the membranes of cells and organelles, that permits the crossing of specific ions. Most of them
can be in different states, open and closed, with a stochastic gating dynamics. The presence of a great
number of gating channels results in effective ion permeabilities of the membrane. However, patch-clamp
experiments on isolated ion channels reveal a rich and stochastic dynamics.
Models for all these microscopic devices can involve very different scales. For instance, the celebrated
Hodking-Huxley model (1952) consisted of deterministic nonlinear equations that described the
dynamics of the membrane permeability for different ions, and explained the propagation of the action
potential along the neuron axon. At smaller scales we find Markovian models for the gating dynamics, or
completely microscopic molecular dynamics simulations tracking all the involved atoms.
An alternative approach, connecting again stochastic processes with physics, can be described as
semi-microscopic. Stochastic differential equations for some relevant variables are able to implement
the physics of the involved mechanisms. Other degrees of freedom appear as noise terms, verifying the
fluctuation dissipation theorem, which hence are consistent with thermodynamics. Interactions are
represented by a single energy functional, which permits to obtain mutual effects between the constitutive
elements in a transparent way. In the end, the modeling consists on identifying the relevant mechanisms
and parameterizing the equations with appropriate energy and temporal scales.
This kind of approach has been very useful for many stochastic systems. For instance, for ion channels
it has permitted to predict the effect of diverse factors on gating dynamics, without postulating specific
gating probabilities. Some interesting experimental features, such as membrane excitability, periodic
firing, foot on the door effect, etc.., have been identified as direct consequences of very basic physical
mechanisms. This approach will also permit to
describe more complex and realistic dynamics by
refining model descriptions and by considering
the coupling with a larger number of elements.
The use of stochastic process modeling in
cellular and subcellular dynamics is a very active
and promising field. It permits to introduce the
correct physics onto an essentially stochastic
system, gaining insight into the relevant
mechanisms of many physiological functions. ☐

